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MasterthesisConstraint Handling for Optimization Framework toQuantify Potentials for Alternative Powertrains for Heavy-Duty Vehicles
Logistic companies and truck manufacturers are challenged by stricter greenhouse gasemission (GHG) regulations and an increasing demand for transportation services. Emergingtechnologies enable new solutions for sustainable freight transport. However, with theincreasing electrification of the truck’s drivetrain it becomes important to perform a holisticassessment of the economic and ecologic impacts of new technologies.
Previous works at the Institute of Automotive Technology (TUM) assessed and simulated theenvironmental and economic dimension of multiple alternative powertrain concepts (Hybrid,BEV, FCEV, Overhead Catenary) for long-haul transportation. As each concept has differentprerequisites, requirements and advantages, it is necessary to create a holistic framework thatenables an equal comparison. The goal of this work is to evaluate the different technological,environmental and economic potentials and trade-offs for the mentioned powertrain concepts.
Multi-objective optimization methods and tools allow exploration and quantification of multipletargets with respect to their trade-offs. At the Systems Engineering Lab of the University ofapplied Sciences Munich (MUAS) a main research area is the development of related multiobjective optimization strategies to quantify the potential of complex technologies and systemstherein. At MUAS, the application of state-of-the-art research results plays a major role withinits university understanding. Therefore, the goal is to apply new optimization approaches to theabove described simulation environment. An interface between both environments alreadydoes exist. Yet, so far implemented optimization techniques lag the ability to determine andhandle (hidden or explicitly phrased) constraints. However, to quantify the technical potential ofalternative powertrains for heavy-duty vehicles efficiently handling of such constraints isadamant.
The thesis includes the following topics:

1. Literature research on constraint handling2. Prototypic implementation of most promising approaches3. Comparison and verification of these approaches in mathematical test environments4. Definition of a scenario for application to heavy-duty transportation5. Application and optimization to vehicle simulation and determination of technologicalpotential.
Python knowledge and passion for solving complex problems as part of a team is required.Knowledge of Matlab/Simulink and (heavy-duty) vehicle technology is helpful. The thesis maybe written in English or German.

If you are interested or have further questions don’t hesitate to contact us:fabian.rang@hm.edu
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